To some extent, communications are communications. The primary goal is to deliver your message to your audience clearly and effectively. But writing for the web is a two-way conversation. With today’s range of devices giving people the power to view your content from anywhere, understanding how and why they’re interacting with your content is more important than ever.

All about goals

Content rarely has a singular goal. Most online content has a number of needs and audiences to balance. Here are some of the most important goals you’ll want to consider:

➔ User needs
  ◆ What do people who visit this page want to know? What questions do they have?
  ◆ What did they come to our site to do? Is there a task they’re trying to complete?
  ◆ How should you balance/prioritize multiple audiences and varying goals?
➔ Organizational factors
  ◆ What is the larger goal of your company or organization?
  ◆ What sets your organization apart from the competition?
  ◆ How does this piece of content fit in with the rest of your messaging?
  ◆ How will you evaluate the effectiveness of this content?
➔ Site priorities
  ◆ Where are we in the user path through the site? What’s next?
➔ Brand standards
  ◆ Are you making sure to keep brand tone/messaging style in mind?
➔ Search engine standards
  ◆ Should this page be optimized for certain search keywords?
  ◆ What metadata text will encourage users to click?
Design requirements

◆ Does this page need photos? What kind, size, and dimensions?
◆ Are there graphic elements like callout boxes or pull quotes this layout could use?

Functional specifications

◆ Word counts for structured content areas
◆ Relationships between content types in the CMS (from simply linking to pages to complex tagging requirements)

Think of your user’s goals as the focus driving any specific piece of content, with organizational goals, site structure, branding, competition, and other factors as context framing and informing the process. What you say and do should be rooted in user needs, but how you say and do it is shaped by the other factors.

Also, keep in mind that one of the benefits of writing in the digital space is that unlike in traditional media, you can see what’s working and what isn’t and adjust accordingly. If your content isn’t driving the desired user action (or getting the desired user feedback), rethink it and update it.

Internal vs. external audiences

Not all users enter the website from the home page. Any page of your site could serve as the front door, depending on a person’s search query or what link they came across in an advertisement, reference article, or social media site. That means even pages that are designed for internal audiences must be understandable to a new user and represent the university well.

On top of that, audience research shows that prospective students don’t just browse the admission section of the website, or the pages that belong to the department they’re most interested in. Instead, they hop around looking at student life, academic department sites, the course catalog, career-related services, events and activities, and other seemingly internal content for clues on what their experience as a student would be like, to help them determine whether this school will be a good fit.

There’s no need to “dumb things down” for newcomers. But you should provide important contextual cues by keeping site navigation simple and well-organized, spelling out acronyms on first reference, linking to pages with more detail, and aiming for a 10th- to 12th-grade reading level.

Your section of the site might not only be for prospective students, but it’s also for prospective students, so take the time to look at your content through the eyes of someone who has never heard of your department before.
Voice and Tone

A university’s brand voice works similarly to an individual’s. Its tone changes according to the situation — lighthearted for an event announcement, to-the-point in a campus safety policy — but the voice is the personality that remains consistent.

Use brand and messaging guides to inform the institutional voice in your writing (what to say), and use the following to craft your tone depending on the context (how to say it).

First and second person

Web content should have a conversational tone, addressing readers as though you were speaking directly to them. Use the first-person plural (“we”) to refer to the university, department, or unit, and speak directly to the user (“you”) so your content will sound approachable instead of detached or impersonal.

Less like

- Students who wish to change a major or minor offered under the Department of Biology must submit a completed Change of Major and/or Minor form.

More like

- Use this form if you want to change a major or minor from our department.

When you’re writing about a person in a feature story, news announcement, bio, or individual profile, use third-person voice (“he” or “she”). If you decide to use first-person voice singular (“I”), make sure it’s obvious that it’s a direct quote.

Contractions

Use contractions for common phrases, "we don’t" or "you’ll" or "it’s." It may seem informal coming from an organization, but this small change makes text seem much more personal, and has become a common practice in web writing.

Plain language

Users come to your site with specific tasks already in mind, and information buried in long, difficult text slows them down and gives them the wrong impression of the university or your department. Research shows that online readers and even experts prefer plain, simple language to formal, academic-style text on the web.

Things to avoid:

➔ Internal jargon. Avoid any terms you would need to explain to a new person.

➔ Overused marketing language. Use specific examples to make your point more meaningful, rather than clichés that could describe any organization, such as:

  ◆ “our unique, innovative programs”
  ◆ “world-class facilities”
◆ “engaged faculty”
◆ “cutting-edge research”

➔ “Academic” words. Avoid words like “utilize” or “methodologies” when a simple “use” or “methods” will do.

➔ Acronyms. Always spell out on first reference, and eliminate altogether when possible.

Style and Mechanics

Consistency matters. There are lots of different styles that are considered “correct” by someone, but agree on a single set for everyone to use on the website to help keep the user experience consistent. For example, both healthcare and health care are correct and widely used. Either works fine, just be sure to select one and use it consistently across the website. Same for the Oxford comma. Use it or don’t, but try to be consistent. Other examples include date formatting, number treatments in body text, and more.

Formatting for online reading

People read web pages very differently from print materials, or even other digital media like email and newsletters. Even the best writing will fail if it’s not formatted to accommodate online reading behaviors. These guidelines help users scan, comprehend, and retain information:

➔ Make the page purpose clear within 10 seconds. If users aren’t sure they’re in the right place, they’re more likely to click elsewhere in the site or leave altogether.

➔ Write less, say more. A standard mobile screen fits approximately 100 words. Divide text into paragraphs of 50 words or less. Try to not have more than 100 words between headers. And you should almost never have sentences longer than 25 words.

➔ One-sentence paragraphs are OK. Really. And so is starting a sentence with “and.”

➔ Use inverted pyramid style, much like a journalist (especially for content-heavy pages). Put the most important information right up top, using short, simple sentences.

➔ Eliminate greetings, transitions, and framing phrases like “the following information” or “welcome to the department.” Say what you mean in as few words as possible.

➔ Use subheads that summarize what readers will find in the paragraphs below. Scan the page. Could the reader get a sense of what it says just by reading the subheads?

➔ Convert sentences with lists into bullets. It creates visual space that helps readers scan.
The first 11 characters of a header are about all that users searching for information will read before skipping to the next element on a page. Use short, simple words in subheads, and start with the most important words. (“Program Requirements” rather than “Information About Pre-Application Requirements.”)

Formatting for mobile

Even if you’re just migrating existing pages into a newly responsive website design, you can eliminate some immediate problems that might render your pages poorly on a phone or tablet:

- **Convert files** that open in desktop-based programs. Recreate Microsoft Word docs and PowerPoint slides in HTML format. Use PDFs if necessary for stand-alone documents like student handbooks, but don’t hide important information in files users have to download.

- **Take essential information out of the sidebars.** If something needs to display at the top of a page, include it in the main text field. Sidebars often get bumped down on a vertically stacked mobile screen.

- **Avoid using tables** for non-comparative information. They get mangled on mobile screens, so consider converting to a simple list, image, or PDF.

- **Check pages on a phone** if they have graphic elements or structured content areas, and flag any that need a designer or developer’s help. Infographics and special layout elements can cause disasters for mobile phone viewing.

Optimizing for Search Engines

It’s important to consider how people will find the pages you publish. Sometimes users will browse to a page they want using navigation menus or type an address into their browser directly. But especially for new users, often they find your content by searching. There are some things you can do to make it easy for search engines to see your content, determine what it’s about, and serve it up to people who might be looking for it on their search results pages.

**Using their vocabulary**

Recent updates to search engine algorithms mean that certain manipulation techniques like keyword “stuffing” are no longer useful, and may even count against you. But search engines still run on search terms, so the single most important thing you can do to make a page visible is to use words that match your audience’s search queries.

That means using vocabulary that your users would think to use on their own rather than proper names for programs and services, acronyms, or technical terms that may be more precise but don’t match the way new users would think about them.
**Where to put keywords**

You can use internally branded words on the page, too, just make sure that you pair them with explanations that make sense to an outsider. The most important places to use search-friendly keywords in content are:

- Page titles
- URL paths
- Subheadings
- Link text
- Filenames for photos, PDFs, and other media assets
- Alt tags for images

The most important rule is to write for humans first, search engines second. Focus on one keyword phrase per page, incorporating it into headers and every 100 words at most. Be careful not to make your page sounds like spam (which will turn away readers and hurt search engine rankings). Not all pages need optimization; the ideal length is 200–550 words, so you can repeat a keyword phrase three–six times “organically.”

**Metadata**

Most content management systems have a separate tab or panel on the content entry screen where you can enter text explicitly for search engines to use in their rankings and results pages. Here are some of the basics, listed in order of importance for SEO, accessibility, and usability. For more details, Moz’s SEO guide is a good, always-updated resource.

**Alt tags:** Alt tags are descriptions of an image or graphic; you must include an alt tag for every image to meet accessibility compliance guidelines. If you’re optimizing a page for a particular keyword phrase, include the phrase in the alt tag if possible, as well as in the filename of the image.

**Structured URLs:** It’s important for a URL to communicate what the page is about and where it lives in your site’s content hierarchy. Generally a CMS will set the default URL based on page titles and parent relationships in the site structure. But if you’re writing your own:

- Use real words instead of reference ID numbers or unfamiliar abbreviations
- Use lowercase characters
- Use hyphens to separate words (instead of underscores or spaces)
- Keep them as short as possible while still being understandable

**Meta titles:** This is the link text that displays on a search result listing as well as the title that will appear in a browser tab. It should begin with a descriptive page title and usually end with a consistent branding construct, e.g., “majors and minors | [University Name].” Search results pages display the first 50–60 characters including spaces, and browser tabs display only the first few characters, so keep these as brief as possible while still being functional.
Meta descriptions: This is the text that displays beneath the link on search results pages. It tells users whether your page answers or doesn’t answer their question while they’re comparing it to other pages in the list of search results. Search engines will automatically fill them in using text at the top of the page as a default, so setting meta descriptions is optional, but can be helpful for pages that are important entrance pages on your site, or that are often found through search. Descriptions should be unique for each page (not boilerplate) and contain no more than 300 characters including spaces.

Technical Specs of a High-Quality Web Photo

A good web photo should:

➔ Have adequate lighting that clearly highlights the subject.

➔ Have a resolution of 72 pixels per inch at the maximum size it will display on the page — usually at least 800 pixels wide for photos that will only display at small or medium size, and at least 2700 pixels wide for photos that are meant to stretch full width on a desktop view.

➔ Be saved in the correct color model: RGB (for screen viewing), not CMYK (for printing).

➔ Be saved in the right format: JPG for most instances and PNG when you need transparency.

➔ Be copyright-free, or taken by a staff member or contracted photographer. Avoid stock photos, which users are great at identifying and can harm your site’s credibility.

➔ Contain alt text, caption, and a filename with descriptive keywords.

Pre-Publishing Checklist

STOP! Before you hit “Publish,” make sure your page meets the following criteria.

Does this content...

Usability

➔ Fulfill an important user goal?
➔ Answer a question your audience might actually have?
➔ Include a link to more details, if there are any?
➔ Organize information in a way an outsider might expect?

Voice and Tone

➔ Communicate one of the university’s key messages?
➔ Convey the brand appropriately?
➔ Speak in active voice?
Use a personal, human-to-human tone?
Use “we” and “you” when speaking about the university or department?
Explain acronyms?

Optimize for Web Reading
Use headings, subheads, and bullet lists for easy scanning?
Link to related content on other pages?
Use descriptive keywords in links, rather than “click here” or “learn more”?
Include a call to action?
Include meta tags, alt tags, and a descriptive URL?